
Getting to Irota by car

From Budapest airport
 Leaving the airport follow the signs for Road 4 Szolnok/M0.
 After a couple of kilometres turn on the ring road M0 following sign M3 

Nyíregyháza/UA.
 On the M0 follow signs M3 Nyíregyháza/UA which will bring you to the M3.
 See 'On the M3 and further'.

From Budapest city centre
 Get on the Andrassy Street and drive to Hősök tere (Heroes’ square).
 Drive around Hősök tere and continue driving through Városliget (City Park).
 Continue driving straight on and you will get on the M3.
 See 'On the M3 and further'.

From Vienna/Prague/Bratislava
 Arriving in Budapest from the M1, take the ring road M0 counter-clockwise 

direction M7/M5/M3 Szeged/Balaton. Note that some navigation systems will 
direct you through the city. However, taking the ring road M0 is a more reliable 
way to get to the M3.

 On the M0, follow signs M3 Nyíregyháza/UA, which will bring you to the M3.
 See 'On the M3 and further'.

On the M3 and further:
 On the M3 take exit 151 to M30 Miskolc/SK.
 On the M30 take exit 39 to Szikszó and follow direction Szikszó.
 On Road 3 in Szikszó at km 201 turn left direction Homrogd.
 After passing Alsóvadász and Homrogd turn left twice direction Tomor.
 After Tomor continue to Lak and in Lak follow the signs to Irota.
 Our reception can be found at the Irota Mansion, Petőfi Sándor út 42, which is on 

the left side when you enter Irota. 

From Kosiče
 In Kosiče follow direction Miskolc, national road 68.
 Turn to road R4, which changes to M30 in Hungary
 On the M30 take exit 39 to Szikszó and follow direction Szikszó.
 In Szikszó at km 201 turn right direction Homrogd.
 After passing Alsóvadász and Homrogd turn left twice direction Tomor.
 After Tomor continue to Lak and in Lak, follow signs to Irota.
 Our reception is at the Irota Mansion, Petőfi Sándor út 42, which is on your left 

when you enter Irota.

Both Hungary and Slovakia require a vignette to use the highway.


